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There are loose linkages between intended competitive strategy and
outcomes. This paper explores these linkages by developing two simple
matrices: the ‘Customer Matrix’ and the ‘Producer Matrix’.

The customer

rules a firm ’s position on the Customer Matrix and ultimately the
competition determ ine the firm ’s position on the Producer Matrix.

Firms

must be alert to the connectionsbetween these matrices, and the implications
of shifting the firm ’s position in either matrix.

Examples from the car

industry are used to illustrate some of the issuesinvolved.

*.

“PUSHING ON A STRING: UNCERTAIN OUTCOMES FROM
INTENDED COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES’

Actions by the management of a firm may or may not lead to the desired
outcomes. This is a particular problem when the intentions behind the
actions are concerned with improving the competitive position of the firm.
In this paper we set out some basic principles in competitive strategy. We
then address the problem of the weak linkages between intentions and
outcomes that derive from the uncontrollable aspects of competitive
positioning: those that stem from competitor behaviour and those that derive
from the behaviour of customers. In many ways this may be likened to
pushing on a string.

The competitive position of a firm can usefully be explored by asking the
following questions:

1.

What is the firm’s competitive position?

2.

How can the firm’s future competitive position be improved?

3.

What needs to be done to effect the improvement?

In exploring these questions it is necessary to make clear distinctions
between

(a)

the existing situation of the firm, and the desired (or intended)
position

(b)

the position of the firm from the consumer’s perspective, and that
perceived by managementwithin the firm

(c)

improvements to the firm’s perceived competitive position, and
internal actions designed to effect these improvements

What is the firm’s current comwtitive Dosition?

Some basic points need to be set out about what is meant by ‘competitive
strategy’.

(1)

Firms compete successfully by offering superior products and
services at the market price and/or by charging lower prices for
equivalent products. ’

(2)

Competition is acted out through the purchasing behaviour of
individual consumers. Therefore the relative competitive position of
a firm must be assessedby aggregating the purchasing behaviour of
these individuals. This means that the basic unit of analysis should
be the individual consumer, not the ‘firm’; the ‘market’ or the
‘industry’.

Individuals will have some understandingof their needs. The products* they
are aware of may meet these needs, and will be perceived to have various
qualities. The criteria used to evaluate these products will be specific to the
individual. Product features will be assessedand differentially weighted by
different individuals.

The perceived bundle of attributes associated with

each product will then be weighed against the perceived price charged for
each product, and a decision to buy or not to buy will be made. We could
represent the relative position of the product perceived to be the possible
satisfier of the customer’s needsin a diagram like Figure 1. (‘The Customer
Matrix’)2

*

When the tern product is used it covers semi? where the firm is a servicuproviding

fm.

(insert Figure 1 about here)

From the perspective of this individual the product in position A* looks
unattractive: it is perceived to deliver lower use value, and to be more
expensive than its rivals. Of course, the consumer may be entirely ‘wrong’
in both counts: ‘objectively’ A may be of superior quality, and the ‘cost of
ownership’ may well work out to be lower than the other four products. But
what counts in competitive strategy are not objective ‘facts’, but subjective
perceptions.

Product B looks to be the winner here: it is perceived to offer higher use
value, at the lower price. In the absenceof product B this individual would
then be faced with a choice between C or D. C is seen to be better, but
more expensive than D.

Here the individual is having to trade off price

against perceived use value.

We cannot predict in this situation which

product would be chosen.

So, to summarise the argument so far:

(1)

Individual consumersdefine who a firm’s competitors are.

(2)

Competitive positioning operates at the level of the individual
purchase of single products.

*

The hter

refers to the position in the matrix occupied by specified products.

For case of

reference they will be referred to as for example A or C rather than by the more unwieldy
designation “The product in position A or C”.

(3)

The perceived use values and prices of those products seen by the
individual consumersas potentially meeting their needs are weighted,
and a choice is made.

If all consumers had maps like Figure 1 only product B would survive
(assuming the firm supplying product B could meet the demand!). For
several firms to be operating in a market the maps of other consumers must
be different.

However, if product B is the market leader, then more

individuals would have maps locating product B somewhere in the north
west comer of Figure 1 than in other positions, and other players would
have to match this offering or fail.

So the competitive battle between firms is played out through the behaviour
of individual consumers making single purchase decisions of products. In
some markets the competitive battle operates in a way where individual
perceptions can be assessed: eg. defence contracting, where defence
department purchasesaccount for most of the sales of, say, tanks, and there
are only a handful of competing products. But in most markets there are
hundreds or thousands of consumers, and there may be scores of firms
offering a wide range of products. In order to make senseof these markets
some aggregation is required. One way to do this would be to select a
typical consumer who we believe is representative of a large group (a true
‘segment’of demand). The perceptions of this individual can be used as a
proxy for the segment. But this is a dangerous game to play.

The

temptation may be to make inappropriate assumptions about the number of
different segments (over-simplifying the complex patterns of behaviour).
But some assumptionsmust be made to make this type of analysis workable.

How to innwove comwtitive Dosition

The firm that gets to position B (Figure 1) will be the preferred choice of the
individual whose perceptions have informed the creation of Figure 1. If this
individual is truly representativeof a sizeable segment of effective demand,
then getting to position B would be one way to beat the competition.

How does a firm improve its competitive position? To be able to compete
on price the firm must have lower costs than its competitors. The firm
needs to be able to offer superior perceived use value, which implies that the
firm needsto know what it is that customersvalue and be able to provide it.

It may be thought that the firm has greater certainty of affecting perceived
price by its actions (eg in raising list price) than it has in increasing PUV.
However, there is a clear difference between action to increase price and
successin increasing it. A product can only increase price without losing
market share if the consumer accepts the increase. If not, the firm has to
give back the attempted increase in the form of discounts or rebates if it is
not to lose sales. Producers can increaseprice then ex-ante, but not ex-post.
In reality, their operations on list price are no more than attempts to discover
what market prices for products really are. Competitive advantage is a
buyer determined characteristic, and the actions of the producer can at best
attempt to achieve it uncertainly.

Other moves on the chart m

lead to improved sales, but only a move to

position B will guarantee improvement. For example, a move north would
capture sales from customers who are attracted by higher perceived use value
at the same prices as the competitor’s offerings (position C in Figure 2) but
it may not persuade the consumer who is more price sensitive to switch

(position D). If no-one moves north to position C, the firm that moves west
to position D will experience an increase in market share, but, again, this
manoeuvre may have a reduced impact if another firm moves north to
position C.

(insert Figure 2 about here)

So the only move guaranteedto improve market share is a move north west
to B. As long as this relative position can be sustained, and as long as it
cannot be imitated the move north west to position B is the dominant
competitive strategy. Moves to C or D may or may not be successful
depending on individual budgetary considerations, whereas a move towards
position A by offering less at a high price is clearly a losing strategy.

How do we eet to Position B?

Movements in The Customer Matrix (Figure 2) represent shifts in the
relative positioning of products as perceived by customers. This describes
external positioning and provides two clues about what might be required to
get to position B.

1.

to move north we need to innovate in ways that add perceived use
value (PW)

2.

to move west (cut price) we need to have lower costs than our
competitors, or temporarily to be willing to accept a lower margin.

Therefore, to be in a position to attain the north west strategy the firm must
develop two internal capabilities:

(1)

innovation

(2)

the lowest delivered cost operation3

To develop those capabilities the firm needs to relate itself to a second
matrix, similar to that illustrated in Figure 2, but different in significant
ways.

(insert Figure 3 about here)

Figure 2 illustrates what the firm would like to happen in the market place.
It can attempt to make movements to some degree along the horizontal
perceived price axis, but is in fact effectively constrained by the level of its
cost structures. If it is a high cost producer, it cannot compete by moving
westwards on the price axis without falling into losses, and inviting
damaging retaliation from competitors who have lower cost structures.

Similarly it may wish to move up (or even possibly down) the Perceived Use
Value axis, but it cannot do so, unless the potential customer actually credits
it with having done so. Adding sophisticated attachments to a product may
be unappreciated by the customers, if their perception of value relates to a
product that was simple and compact.

The Customer Matrix then can only be influenced by the agreement of the
customers. The levers the producer has to pull are at best indirect, and only
loosely related to the axes of this matrix. The axes of Figure 3 however are
ones that the firm can operate on more directly. They represent the relative
levels of innovation and cost.

Figure 3 is the Producers’ Matrix and

representsa given producer’s position in relation to the innovation capability
and cost structures of its competitors.

Thus to move north the firm needs to innovate, whether this is by directly
“improving” the product, or by adopting other innovator-y activities of a
marketing or quality kind that are directed towards improving the view the
potential customer takes of the firm’s product. To move west the firm needs
to reduce its overall cost structure, and may indeed aim to become Porter’s
lowest cost producer.4

Pushing on a String

The firm’s position in Figure 3 then can be influenced by the managementof
the firm, and this MAY lead to competitive advantage, but the emphasis
must be on the word “may”.

In a simple illustration, the firm may have

accurately assessedwhat the potential customer values, and therefore has
sought to achieve a “realised” strategy of ‘cheaper’and ‘better’ ie to move
north west. To do this the firm will carry out activities to move up the
innovation axis of Figure 3, and will set in motion efficiency programmes to
move west along the horizontal axis. This will, in a successful case, move
the product northwards as the Perceived Use Value is increased, and the firm
is in a position to move west along the price axis as a result of its activities
in lowering costs. Thus it will need to act on Figure 3 in order to be in a
position to achieve results in the market place on Figure 2, ie on aspectsof
the product or service that are visible to the buyer, ie price or PW.

Thus an understanding of the two matrices is vital to achieving competitive
advantage, since their linkage is indirect. Competitive advantage can only

be achieved as a result of movement on the customer’s matrix (Figure 2),
since that advantage comes at a point of resolution between the buyer’s
perception of Use Value and of Price. Yet the firm can only act to influence
its position in Figure 3, by either increasing innovatory activity in order to
attempt to increase PUV, or by lowering its cost structure to put itself in a
position to exercise flexibility on price.

The firm can act to affect its position in Figure 3 (the Producer Matrix), but
even here the links between intention and outcome are not direct.

The

managementof a firm can really only directly affect internal firm behaviour.
They can choose to shift priorities and resources. Decisions can be made to
shift attention to cost reduction activities, or to direct more effort to product
innovation ie. the managementcan choose to move priorities away from the
current set of priorities.

The connections between the management’s decision to increase (or
decrease) efforts and movements in the producer matrix depend upon the
actions of competitors. It may be that boosting innovation activity would
lead to a dramatic shift above the industry average position in the Producer
Matrix if the average level of attention to innovation was extremely low in
the industry. On the other hand the firm may find that even with a quite
substantial boost to innovatory efforts they remain well below the industry
average (because such activity has been neglected for too long).

The

industry averages in the producer matrix are continually shifting as
competitors themselves shift their resources and priorities, so an individual
firm may find itself have to run hard just to maintain its relative position in
the producer matrix.

There is of course yet a further loose linkage in this chain of intentions and
outcomes: that being the link between management’ssignalled priorities and
the actual priorities perceived and pursued by the rest of the organisation.
This is the well trodden ground of problems of strategy implementation
which is not a central concern of this paper, though it clearly adds a further
and deeper level of uncertainty into our exploration of the intentionsoutcomes relationship.

Illustrations exist therefore where the Customer’s Matrix (Figure 2) and the
Producer’s Matrix (Figure 3) are not in close synchronisity, for example:

1.

Innovator-y activity may move the firm northwards above the
horizontal in the Producer Matrix.

However, this could result in

movement north, south or no movement at all on the PUV axis of the
Customer Matrix,

as the would-be customer reacts positively,

negatively or not at all to the firm’s attempt to improve product
PW.

2.

A shift northwards in the Customer Matrix may come about
spontaneously due to a change in public tastes, without any
innovatory activity at all on the Producer Matrix.

3.

The firm may move westward on in the Producer Matrix by reducing
its costs, but may judge that market conditions suggest a supply
constraint, and may thus opt to increase its margins by raising prices;
thus causing an eastward move in the Customer Matrix.

4.

Despite a westward move in the Producer Matrix the firm may
equally well choose to keep price the same, raise it or lower it.

However, without a sign&ant

westward move in the Producer

Matrix, it is unlikely to have the freedom to bring about a westward
move in the Customer Matrix.

Comhiniw the Customer and Producer Matrices

There are in fact theoretically sixteen possible ways in which a firm’s
external competitive position (Figure 2) may be linked with its relative
internal orientation (Figure 3). We set out below eight of the more likely
combinations. In each case the location of the firm (marked ‘x’) refers to its
current nosition in relation to the industry average. (The industry being
defined as those firms who are offering products perceived by the target
customersas feasible alternative ways of meeting their needs). The left hand
box representsthe firm’s competitive position on the Customer Matrix, and
the right hand one represents the firms internal position relative to the
competition on the Producers’Matrix.

In trying to understand the strategic implications of each combination we
need to explore both the current situation and the emerging future
competitive position of the firm. But the firm can really only try to act in
the Producers’ Matrix through shifting its own internal priorities.

These

internal activities may or may not permit or achieve shifts in the Customer
Matrix; the links between the two are loose and uncertain at best. Some
internal initiatives, for example, to improve the product may have little
impact on the firm’s position in the Customer Matrix.

In this sense,

managing the firm’s competitive position can be likened to pushing on a
string! But the firm’s relative industry position in the Producer Matrix,
suggestshow the position in the Customer Matrix may change in the future.

The firm’s priorities today should feed through to influence its future
competitive position.

The automobile industry will be used to suggest examples of situations
within the customer and producer matrices.

COMBINATION

A

(insert Figure 4 about here)

Here the firm is currently enjoying a very strong external position, offering
above average PW

at below average prices.

This external position is

sustainedand supportedby a strong relative cost position, and above average
commitment to innovation. Our prognosis for this firm’s future looks good:
it should be able to sustain its powerful competitive position. The position
of Toyota’s Lexus in the luxury car market probably reflects Combination
A.

Toyota’s low cost position (achieved through continual learning and

process improvements in the mid-market segments of the industry) has
enabled them to challenge Mercedes and BMW. By thoroughly researching
the dimensions of perceived use value that are important to their target
customers they have been able to develop a product that meets customer
needs. Moreover, by truly understanding what & valued they can dispense
with product features that do not significantly feed through to higher PUV.
For example, only one version of the Lexus (the LS400) is sold in the UK
but it represents an impressive pacbge of features; the cost advantagesof
focussing on just one version are clear.

COMBINATION

B
(insert Figure 5 about here)

Low prices and below averagePW are representedin combination B. Here
the firm is opting for a ‘down market’ position. The internal activity is
directed essentially at cost reduction, not at innovation.

This may be

sustainable, but if other firms translate their innovatory activity into higher
PWs then the average PW in the industry will be levered upwards, leaving
this firm with product with very low relative perceived use value. Low costs
would then be essential to sustain the very low prices needed to persuade
buyers to forego the PW benefits offered by the competition. The Proton
car brand is probably in this position, especially with its existing Malaysian
government cost subsidy. It may be necessary for Proton to focus more
attention on product development ie. innovation to prevent them being left
behind as other players continue to push the average acceptable ‘package’of
PWs northwards.

COMBINATION

C

(insert Figure 6 about here)

In this example the firm offers higher PW and commands a price premium.
This is supported by high innovation activity to sustain the above average
PW position as competitors imitate or innovate. However this ‘natural’
strategy (Porter’s ‘Differentiation’ strategy) results in the firm having above
average costs. The price premium can only be sustained if other firms are
unable to move north through valued innovations. If they continue north,
and if their relative cost position is better than the ‘Differentiator’ then they
will be able to compete on p&.

Thus the sustainability of the high relative

cost position dependson the extent to which other firms are prevented from
moving north. The ‘Differentiator’ needs strong barriers to imitation.

BMW are probably in this position. Competing in an ‘up market’ segment
does not insulate the firm from price competition. As we have seen, Lexus
has been able to compete head-on with BMW offering an extremely
attractive product at lower prices. Whereas the BMW ‘brand’ may provide
some protection, this barrier to direct competition can be easily eroded as it
is essentially an intangible advantage. If BMW start to compromise on
quality (particularly in easily perceived areas, like the fit of internal trim) the
brand can be rapidly devalued. If the brand has provided protection from
price competition this may have reduced pressures to control costs in the
past. The investments in learning and process development that corporations
like Honda, Nissan and Toyota have been making over the past 20 years
cannot easily be imitated. So a potentially dangerous cycle may emerge at
BMW: price competition leads to quality compromises (as BMW struggles to
cut costs to match lower prices); quality reductions impact on the ‘Brand’,
thus lowering perceived use value; this leads to more price cutting to
preserve market share etc.

COMBINATION

D

(insert Figure 7 about here)

The company has managed to combine a highly innovative position with a
low cost one, probably as the innovative activity has led to the development
of new lower cost technology. The market however will support higher
prices for the accepted increased PUV and the company takes advantage of
this by increasing its prices and margins-a very enviable position to be in.
The new MG about to be re-launched may well be in this position. It has
the benefit of modem efficient technology, and is being marketed at the

I
I

-

premium price of f27,OOO. Whilst the ‘classic’ perceived benefits remain,
the company will be able to reap high margins.

COMBINATION

E

(insert Figure 8 about here)

As in Combination A, the firm has a very strong external competitive

-

position with a high PW.

However, current profitably will be low and the

future position of the firm may be jeopardised because of its high relative

-

cost position and its inability to command high prices. This firm is unable
to manage innovation and costs simultaneously. Low margins will result

-

from the combination of above average costs and below average prices.

2

Price increases would help to alleviate the profits squeeze. If this is not
achieved then the firm may find it increasingly difficult to devote adequate

I
-j

I

resources to innovation activity.

Morgan, the speciality sports car manufacturer may be in this position. In
the eyes of enthusiasts the cars are very appealing (high PW),

-1
1
-1

but a

combination of the company’s philosophy and the small size of the market
have resulted in a policy of charging relatively low prices. Of course, a lack
of product “innovation” is part of the appeal of the cars, so this may well not
jeopardise the cars’ PW.

However, as more potential customers come to

expect certain levels of engineering sophistication (even in cars that look like
something from 1935) the market for a really basic vehicle may continue to

-

decline. Small scale manufacturer may result in significant cost penalties.
This becomes an issue when Morgan are compared with other manufacturers
who are perceived by potential customers as offering viable alternatives for
example the Mazda MX-5.

COMBINATION

F

(insert Figure 9 about here)

Again, as with Combination B, the fn-m is offering low prices at below
average PW.

However, the cost situation is above average, and there is

below average innovation activity. This situation may be the result of poor
strategic managementin the past: the firm has had to reactively compete on
price because it has been unable (or unwilling) to invest in product
innovation.

A lack of management effort and initiative may also have

caused the firm to have a high relative cost position (or there may be
structural or locational disadvantagesthat have led to the high cost position).
The future looks bleak, if not non-existent. Low to zero profits, no funds
for innovation, or for radical initiatives to cut costs.

Although Lada cars are priced very competitively in the UK they are
probably perceived to offer below average PUV. The low price position is
only sustainable as a result of low wage costs in Russia and exchange rate
anomalies. The labour productivity of the Lada factories is low, hence their
ability to compete in Western markets relies almost entirely on these wages
and currency anomalies.

COMBINATION

G

(insert Figure 10 about here)

The internal situation of low innovation and high costs have led to the
presentation to the market of a high priced product with low perceived use

value.

In the situation of monopoly, cartel, or supply constraint the

company may survive, but the combination is not sustainable if genuine
competition operates. Rover faced this situation before their alliance with
Honda.

However the alliance enabled them to increase their level of

innovation by sharing the cost and technology with Honda, and the market
appreciated this and concededan increasedPUV.

COMBINATION

H

(insert Figure 11 about here)

This combination illustrates an external situation of high PUV and high
Price, but a corresponding internal situation of high cost and low innovation.
This is unlikely to be sustainablesince customers will come to expect a high
level of innovator-y specification if they are to pay high prices. A competitor
able to offer the results of high innovatory activities may be a considerable
threat.

Rolls Royce cars are currently facing this dilemma in competing, in
particular, with the top range of Mercedes. Unless Rolls Royce are able to
enhance the technological sophistication of their cars, they are bound to face
a falling relative PW position.

$h.unmary

Movement in the Producer Matrix, then, may or may not bring about its
intended outcome on the external market. Failure to do so may result from
a number of factors eg:

-

1.

Exogenous changesin market demand, eg changesin taste.

2.

Failure to link innovation to an increase in PUV, through accurate
market researchor businessintuition.

3.

Strong demand that enables higher prices to be charged than are
justified by cost structures.

4.

Failure of the competition to put sufficient pressure on the firm to
charge ‘competitive’ prices.

5.

Poor marketing leading improved innovation not to be translated into
PW.

Any one, or a combination of the above factors may lead to a failure of
appropriate action within the company to lead to the elusive sustainable
competitive advantage, since this is uniquely within the gift of the consumer.

To try to “stiffen the string”, to make the connections between intentions and
outcomes more direct, the managementof the firm needs to have excellent
information about their relative cost and innovation standing in the industry,
and they need to really understand what customers value.

Without this

information decisions are being taken blindly which greatly increases the
uncertainty of outcomes in the only matrix that ultimately matters: the
customer’s.
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